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 Commissioner Susan Wefald, President of the Organization of MISO States, Inc. 
(OMS), called the June 24, 2004, Meeting of the OMS Executive Committee to order via 
conference call at approximately 2:07 p.m. (CDT).  The following directors participated in 
the meeting: 
 
Susan Wefald, North Dakota    
Laura Chappelle, Michigan 
Bert Garvin, Wisconsin  
John Harvey proxy for Diane Munns, Iowa     
Steve Gaw, Missouri 
 
Others participating in the meeting were: 
 
Randy Rismiller, Illinois 
Kevin Wright, Illinois 
Gary Stump, Iowa 
 
Petra Smeltzer, EPSA 
Raksha Krishna, EEI 
Alex DeBoissiere, MISO 
Mark Griffin, MISO  
Bill Malcolm, MISO 
Bill Smith, OMS 
 
 
The directors listed above established the necessary quorum of three (3) Executive 
Committee members. 
 

Comm. Gaw moved to approve the May 27, 2004 OMS Executive Committee 
meeting minutes as distributed.  The motion to accept the minutes as presented was 
unanimously approved. 
 
New Business 
 
Item 1.  Discussion of MISO's Budget Increase - Mark Griffin, MISO 
President Wefald referred to the following paragraph from Alex DeBoissiere of MISO which 
was distributed to OMS board members with the Executive Committee Meeting agenda 
materials. 
        
 "At last week's OMS meeting in Madison we were asked to supply information 
 concerning the impacts of the additional costs to complete the market on 
 schedules 16 and 17. 



 Schedule 16 is currently estimated to be $0.045 per FTR-MW per hour, after the 
 additional costs, it is estimated to be $0.058 per FTR-MW per hour. 
 Schedule 17 is currently estimated to be $0.058 per MWh of energy (applicable 
 to both load and generation), after the additional costs it is estimated to be 
 $0.076 per MWh of energy (applicable to both load and generation)." 
 
This was in response to the question asked at the OMS OBD Meeting in Madison about the 
market impact of Schedule 16 and 17. 
Bill Smith asked the MISO Representatives what kind of feedback they'd gotten from the 
two public sessions on the budget increase.   
Mark Griffin responded that they'd spent 3 1/2 hours  in each meeting - 25% of time 
talking cost, the remaining 75% explaining technology. The three most often asked 
questions were: 

• How do these systems relate to Day 1 and Day 1 management of systems? 
• What happens to current technology environments - do the original components 

stay and additional technology is just added on?   
• What's MISO's back up policy? 
 

Mark Griffin answered that the systems are development environments and current 
technology will continue to be used in the new environment.  MISO's backup policy was 
explained through configuration of its bill of materials.  Questions were from people well 
steeped in technology. The staffing guestimates, and the service areas didn't generate too 
many questions.  Considerable time was spent with stakeholders on how the stakeholders 
would get feedback back to the board.  MISO Board would like a response by July. 
 
John Harvey asked if MISO still intended to have stakeholder meetings on Post Release 6 
items.  Mark Griffin indicated these are to be included in these meetings. 
 
President Wefald asked a "commissioner" kind of question: "If a rate payer came to me 
and asked how it would affect their $100 electric bill. Will the cost be doubled for Schedule 
17?"  Mark Griffin felt the impact would be in pennies. 
Bert Garvin asked if it would be of help to get IT representation on the load council.  Mark 
Griffin acknowledged that it would be helpful. 
 
Randy Rismiller asked about a slide that showed $14.4 million for pushing back the market-
he wondered about programs, market staffing and depreciation.  
Mark Griffin responded that $14.4 million is the minimum amount needed to run the 
business itself.  We will be running parallel operations for 90 days prior to the market start 
in every area except billing.  When MISO goes "live" it should be a small step not a big 
step. The $9.5 million is to be spread over three months and includes program support, on-
site services and the ongoing staff component. 
 
John Harvey sent a report to the OMS executive director explaining what he thought 
happened at the June 2004 MISO A/C and MISO BOD Meetings relating to the market 
initiative software.  Bill agreed to forward it to the OMS BOD. 
 
Susan again asked for an answer to her rate change question.  Mark Griffin will ask COO of 
MISO to provide an accurate response via email. 
 



Bert Garvin asked if the investment MISO is making is designed to keep costs down?  Mark 
Griffin said yes -- bringing up applications on a larger frame of hardware, reduces the 
interruption time on systems.  He thinks that MISO will be spending less in 2005 than in 
2004 due to this larger capacity. And every dollar MISO spends on hiring staff saves $2-3 
in consultant costs. 
 
 
Item #2.  Discussion: Does OMS wish to hire a legal consultant for FERC 
Grandfathered Agreements Proceedings?  If yes, what process shall OMS use to 
hire consultants? 
 
President Wefald referred the committee to the proposal for legal assistance from Bob Gee 
and Bill Mogel sent from the executive director via email on 6/11/04.    She also referred to 
the OMS Process for Hiring Consultants discussed at the OMS Executive Committee Meeting 
01/01/04 and the "Proposed Outline of OMS Testimony" accompanying agenda materials 
for this meeting.    
 
After determining from the executive director that the time frame was too immediate (due 
the next day) and that the testimony would merely be re-worked into a Q & A piece, 
President Wefald suggested that OMS not hire a consultant for the FERC Grandfathered 
Agreements Proceedings.  
 
 Discussion began on the need to hire legal consultants.  Laura Chappelle agreed with 
Susan's recommendation.  John Harvey in speaking for Diane Munns agreed with Susan 
and Laura, and said this issue would not be difficult for an OMS commission attorney to 
follow.   
 
Bert Garvin dissented.  He felt that outside legal assistance should be hired for other issues 
down the road.  Steve Gaw concurred. He thinks that OMS should develop a process to find 
a DC attorney who'll provide a price for work to be done, so that when assistance is 
needed, OMS won't have to wait until the last minute to hire someone. All commissioners 
agreed OMS should hire outside counsel when appropriate. 
 
 President Wefald said that OMS has had need for specific attorneys for specific issues, but 
wondered if it would be necessary to hire a Washington D.C. law firm.  Steve Gaw 
maintained OMS needs a Washington lawyer in dealing with the FERC.   
Bill Smith asked if the committee wants someone retained and on the shelf, or to wait and 
decide later.  Laura Chappelle cautioned against hiring outside counsel until OMS knows 
what kind of counsel it needs.  The discussion continued about how each state handles the 
process of hiring/retaining D.C. legal representation.  Laura Chappelle cautioned against 
hiring outside counsel ahead of time.  Laura mentioned that the OMS hired Bill Smith as an 
attorney, so that the BOD should consider lots of options before it does any further hiring 
of legal counsel. 
 
President Wefald is not opposed to exploring the options for outside counsel, as long as it 
doesn't mean OMS has to commit to hiring someone before an actual need is established.  
She directed Bill Smith to draft a proposal letter for hiring outside counsel to be shared 
with the executive committee. 
 



President Wefald asked Bill Smith to circulate the OMS process for hiring consultants to the 
OMS executive committee.  John Harvey requested that the executive director send the 
OMS Consultant Policy to Gary Stump at the Iowa Utilities Board since Diane Munns is 
currently out of the office. 
  
 
Item #3.  Decision on which OMS Work Group to assign Demand Response. 
President Wefald asked Bill Smith to share which OMS work groups could handle this task 
and to offer some recommendations.  Bill said that no OMS work group naturally fits the 
issue. The MISO Work Group concerning industrial customers is the task force that is 
dealing with demand response.  President Wefald asked if this is an issue that a 3-person 
OMS task force might be able to handle.  Bill Smith felt that three or four people could 
handle it.   
 
Bill broached the topic with Nancy Campbell's Market Implementation Work Group and the 
Resource Adequacy Work Group, but neither was too eager to take on more work that 
really doesn't fit with their group's mission.   John Harvey indicated that IUB staff listens to 
the MISO calls and would want to be involved in the Demand Response issue as soon as it 
is assigned a work group.   
 
Steve Gaw asked which OMS WG Susan felt would be a good fit.  Pricing WG has too much 
to do, as does RAWG and Market Rules and Market Implementation. 
Bill Smith offered to consult with the "brain trust" to find some additional help from the 
commissions to assign to the issue.  Bill will send out a request to find new people who 
aren't involved in work groups already for a Demand Response Task Force and then let the 
Executive Committee know the results 
 
Item. #4.  Discussion - Shall OMS ask the DOE to fund expenses for RTO 101 to 
be presented to a larger audience and expanded to chapter 2 and 3. 
Bill is certain that the DOE is interested in the topic and feels they would be very pleased 
for us to present this proposal.  Bill will contact the DOE consultant to determine what the 
next step is. President Wefald asked Laura Chappelle and her Michigan staff to assist Bill in 
the preparation of a budget needed to accompany the final proposal.  Bill Smith agreed to  
have the draft ready for the July 8  BOD meeting. 
 
 
Administrative Update - Bill Smith 

• Bill Smith indicated that the OMS office had been contacted by the IRS and they 
agreed to extend the date for financials to be submitted in consideration of the 501 
(c )(4) non-profit status application to July 6, 2004. 

• The OMS Historical Vote Process Paper requested at the June 16 BOD meeting was 
prepared by Bill Smith and sent out to the board on 6/23/04. 

• OMS web site updates had been accomplished and the OMS Summer Work Calendar 
added. 

• OMS members attending NARUC are invited to two breakfasts Mon, July 12. 
  MISO breakfast @ 7:30 am 
  Washington Action Breakfast @ 9:00 am 



• Steve Gaw reported that Jim Torgerson of MISO assured him that the problem of 
getting the MISO agenda and meeting materials prior to OMS BOD meetings will no 
longer require working with several contacts.  The process will be streamlined. 

• John Harvey asked if Iowa could assign its proxy to Bill Smith for the July MISO A/C 
meeting.  Susan indicated that OMS would approve of Bill acting as proxy.  David 
Sapper is planning to attend the MISO A/C for Wisconsin; Missouri is undecided at 
this time. 

 
 
Announcements 
 

• Special OMS BOD Meeting on Friday, June 25, 2004 at 9:00 am (cdt) 
 

• Next Regular OMS BOD Meeting Thursday, July 8, 2004 at 2:00 pm (cdt) 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m. (cdt) 
 
 


